Abstract-Document similarity analysis is increasingly critical since roughly 80% of big data is unstructured. Accordingly, semantic couplings (relatedness) have been recognized valuable for capturing the relationships between terms (words or phrases). Existing work focuses more on explicit relatedness, with respective models built. In this paper, we propose a comprehensive semantic similarity measure: Semantic Coupling Similarity (SCS), which (1) captures intra-term pair couplings within term pairs represented by patterns of explicit term co-occurrences in a document set, (2) extracts inter-term pair couplings between term pairs indicated by implicit couplings between term pairs through indirectly linked terms and paths between terms after term connections are converted to a graph presentation; and (3) semantic coupling similarity, integrating intra-and inter-term pair couplings towards a comprehensive capturing of explicit and implicit couplings between terms across documents. SCS caters for both synonymy and polysemy, and outperforms baseline methods consistently on all real data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Textual information forms probably the major proportion of the big online data. With the rapid development of the Internet and Internet-based business, a critical opportunity, and accordingly challenge, is to understand the semantic similarity between terms (queries), text or documents by directly exploring their coupling relationships [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] besides complex techniques such as natural language processing. This has shown to be promising as a recent popular research task in information retrieval [5] , [6] , ontological engineering [7] , [8] , [9] , and document analysis [4] , [10] .
There are both intrinsic textual/linguistic complexity (such as natural language ambiguation) and various couplings (such as co-occurrence) [3] that drive the semantic relatedness between terms and documents. This makes it very challenging in analysing semantic similarity in information retrieval and document analysis, such as document clustering, document classification, and document query and filtering. Consequently, often a query hits a large number of documents in which few of them are relevant. This calls for the crucial need of further research on semantic similarity by deeply exploring the couplings within and between terms/documents, which is highly important for accurate information queries and document processing.
The problem of document semantic similarity can be further decomposed to explore the coupling relationships and
Copyright notice: 978-1-4673-8273-1/15/$31.00 c 2015 IEEE similarity between terms (words or phrases) which form a document. This is to build a feature space that consists of all necessary terms with their relatedness captured and embedded in a similarity (or distance) learning model. Accordingly, a document analysis algorithm can then be built to analyze the semantic similarity between documents via exploring the intrinsic term couplings and similarity [2] . For this, a critical task is to measure intrinsic semantic couplings which is fundamental for information retrieval and other related natural language processing applications, such as text summarization, textual entailment, information extraction, etc.
Challenges are hidden in the various couplings between terms and documents, for instance, meronymy, antonymy, functional association, and others [11] . Recent efforts on measuring semantic relatedness can be roughly characterized into two categories: corpus-based statistical measures and topological measures. More specifically, semantic relatedness estimated by corpus-based statistical means such as vector space models [5] , [6] , [10] , compute the co-occurrence frequency patterns of terms and textual contexts across corpus; probabilistic models [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] are developed to discover the distribution properties of each term over topics and the topic distribution over each document. Instead, topological approaches [7] , [9] , [16] , [17] capture the relatedness between terms or concepts by using ontologies to define the distance between them; most of such methods [9] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] rely on pre-existing knowledge resources that are represented by a directed or undirected graph consisting of vertices, for example, semantic networks and taxonomies.
A typical issue which hasn't been studied deeply is to effectively capture the sophisticated couplings not only between explicitly linked terms but also implicitly related terms in both statistical and topological aspects. This paper addresses the above issue. We explore the semantic couplings of pairwise terms by involving three types of coupling relationships: (1) the intra-term pair couplings, reflecting the explicit relatedness within term pairs that is represented by the relation strength over probabilistic distribution of terms across document collection; (2) the inter-term pair couplings, capturing the implicit relatedness between term pairs by considering the relation strength of their interactions with other term pairs on all possible paths via a graph-based representation of term couplings; finally, (3) coupled semantic couplings, effectively combining the intra-and inter-term couplings. The corresponding term semantic similarity measures are then defined to capture such couplings for analyzing term and thus document similarity. This approach effectively addresses both synonymy (many words per sense) and polysemy (many senses per word) in a graphical representation, which is overlooked by previous models.
Specifically, the main contributions in our work lie in three factors:
• A statistical measure to capture the semantic intraterm pair couplings within term pairs by adapting a relation strength function to calculate the similarity between a pair of terms as per their probabilistic distributions, which counts the term pair occurrence frequency tpf -idf across the document set.
• A graph-based measure to capture the semantic interterm pair couplings between term pairs by measuring the relation strength of every term pair distribution, which is calculated by the tpf -ipf weighting scheme on all possibly indirectly connected paths when term connections are plotted into a graph.
• An effective semantic couplings representation captures the comprehensive semantic relatedness across documents, via a semantic coupling similarity (SCS) measure that combines the intra-and inter-term pair couplings. It can be applied directly into document similarity analysis.
The proposed measures are compared with typical document representation models on various benchmark data sets in terms of document clustering performance. Our model produces outcomes that are great significant and exceed the performance of benchmark methods consistently on all data sets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews and evaluates the related work of semantic relatedness representations from corpus-based and topological measures. Section 3 proposes the term semantic coupling measure. Section 4 shows its applications in document analysis. Section 5 demonstrates the experimental results of clustering analysis on real document sets. Finally, conclusion and future work are described in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
Building a high-quality semantic relatedness representation model is a challenging task due to the complexity of nature language. A number of methods have been developed recently to exploit the semantic similarity and relatedness between terms to enhance efficiency of document representation. In this section, we provide a brief review on the basis of different method they use, roughly these methods can be characterized into the following categories.
A. Corpus-based Methods
Early research on corpus-based methods usually build on Bag of Words (BOW) model, it treats all the words in a document as index terms bounded with weights to reflect their importance, but disregards the order, structure, meaning, grammar, etc. of the words, only keeps multiplicity. Traditional document representations like VSM [22] , gains the limitation of the term independence assumption, ignores the semantic relatedness between terms accordingly, which leads to a great loss of text semantic information.
On the basis of VSM, a diversity of extended models have been proposed like GVSM [6] , CVM-VSM [5] and GTCV-VSM [10] , they incorporate context vectors into VSM to model the term dependency. The term context vectors, which are not only determined by the occurrence frequency, but also the influence of terms in the semantic descriptions of other terms, store terms semantic similarities to the other terms. After widen to the corpus level, document representation is further semantically enriched, the semantic relation for terms can be achieved from the total contextual information across the whole document collection, as a result, for information retrieval the document-query similarities is based on the semantic-matching.
Some statistical document analysis with probabilistic topicbased models that using machine learning methods like LSA [13] , PLSA [14] , LDA [12] , sLDA [15] , improve the performance of information retrieval by overcoming unavoidable negative influences of BOW, such as sparseness, synonyms and polysemy. In topic modeling, documents are mixtures of topics, where a topic is a probability distribution over terms in a vocabulary. Semantic topics are concisely derived from the co-occurrence of a large number of terms from documents, and are used to transform documents to locate in low-dimensional topic space. Recently, most work of topic modeling focused on specific tasks, such as to consider the influences of context [23] , [24] , time [25] , [26] and sentiment [27] , [28] .
An interesting effort made by Cheng et al. [4] in CRM is to capture the semantic relation of terms by considering both intra-and inter-term relations based on non-iidness learning [2] . The Jaccard distance is adapted to capture the intraterm relation as the similarity of terms, and the inter-term relation is computed by integrating the intra-term relation over a pair of terms with a link term. Although his approach considered the impact of link terms, still fails to avoid the negative effects of polysemy and synonymy, further only one link term used is not enough to express the semantic relatedness completely.
B. Topological Methods
Semantic relatedness is estimated by defining a topological similarity, by using lexical ontologies to measure the distance between terms or concepts. These approaches rely on handcrafted resources such as thesauri, taxonomies, semantic network or encyclopedias, as the context of comparison [8] .
Previous semantic measures based on lexical ontologies use a taxonomy(tree), which is a hierarchical network representation consists of concepts and relations between these concepts, to compute the semantic similarity between two concept nodes by some measures of distance. In early research the main assumption is that to capture the the similarity between two concepts is to find the shortest-path linking the two concept nodes in a taxonomy graph [17] . More advanced methods consider the semantic relatedness of concepts based on the information content(IC) they share on taxonomy structure. Sanchez et al. [9] proposed a IC-based model to better capture the semantic relatedness in an ontology for the particular In contrast to previous works that focus on one relation(isa) or other taxonomic relations, a number of semantic measures have been proposed to capture different type of semantic relations considering both hierarchical and non-hierarchical concepts in an ontology(graph). Maguitman and Menczer [16] defined a graph-based semantic similarity measure on ODP that generalizes the tree-based similarity, used MaxProduct fuzzy composition to define fuzzy membership value for each concept, then the semantic similarity of two concepts can be calculated from the fuzzy membership matrix. Another graphbased approach on GBSRO [7] proposed six stages to deal with particular aspect of relatedness and presented by adjacency matrices, and all matrices are integrated into one to represent the final semantic relatedness across all concepts.
Another graph-based model is semantic network, which is a simple representation scheme reflects semantic relations between concepts, that uses a graph of labeled nodes and labeled, directed arcs to encode knowledge. It was popular in the 60s and 70s, nowadays is further developed and widely applied into Semantic Link Network(SLN) [29] , Resource Description Framework(RDF) [30] , and WordNet [31] , [32] , [17] .
Recently, topological models are created on semantic networks based on various sources of background knowledgewhich are also the combination of topological models with statistical methods, Thesaurus-based measures [9] , [18] , for example, use WordNet as a broad coverage lexical network to measure different type of relation and textual entailment; Wikipedia-based measures, like WikiRelate [20] , ESA [19] , WLM [21] , TSA [33] , and CLEAR [34] , combine both the familiar methods that previously used to WordNet and corpusbased techniques to represent the relatedness of text on a much bigger vocabulary.
These topological models study on the semantic relation among objects in the process of mapping the physical world into the cyber world, and the various practical applications make it efficient for users to define semantic relation based on the representation built by these models.
In summary, different efforts have been made to address semantic similarity issues from various aspects. Due to the intrinsic complexities of natural language, there is more work to do on deeply exploring term semantic relationships and representing semantic similarity. SCS is built to solve natural language ambiguity, non-iidness theory [2] is adapted here to handle unstructured textial data and complex relationships of concepts. In the next section, our proposed research methodology is discussed, which attempt to capture the semantic relatedness in a coupled thought, by combining the statisticalbased and graph-based method together, to detailedly mine the explicit and implicit relatedness of terms pairs.
III. TERM PAIR SEMANTIC COUPLING ANALYSIS
In this section, a novel approach is proposed to capture the semantic couplings of term pairs from two aspects: the semantic intra-term couplings and the semantic inter-term couplings. Figure 1 illustrates the intuitionistic understanding of our measure: (a) it calculates the semantic intra-term couplings of term pairs by considering their occurrence frequency across the document set; (b) it further constructs bridges consisted of linked term pairs between term pairs to compute the semantic inter-term couplings; and (c) it integrates the intra-and interterm couplings to capture the complete semantic couplings and similarity.
A. Semantic Intra-couplings within Term Pairs
The semantic intra-term coupling within term pairs (we call intra-term pair coupling, intra-term coupling, or simply intracouplings in this paper) is to explore the explicit semantic relatedness between terms. Typical research on term explicit semantic relatedness is to consider the statistical analysis of term co-occurrence patterns. It assumes that terms are regarded relational if they co-occur in the same document; the more frequently they co-occur, the stronger relation they have. Accordingly, the explicit relation between terms can be estimated based on the term co-occurrence frequency across all documents.
The weighting scheme tf -idf is used as a weighting factor to reflect the importance of a term to a document in a collection or corpus. The term frequency tf (t, d) is the number of times term t occurs in document d, the document frequency df (t) is the number of documents in which t occurs at least once, and the inverse document frequency idf can be calculated as idf (t, D) = log( |D| df (t) ), where |D| is the total number of documents. idf is low if t occurs in many documents and will be high if it occurs in few documents. Then tf -idf is computed as the product tf idf
. A high weight in tf -idf is reached by a high term frequency in the given document and a low document frequency of the term in the whole collection of documents, which proves that using tf -idf weighting scheme to consider term relation is not only based on the co-occurrence frequency but also takes the term discriminative ability into account.
However, these methods have two main limitations. One is that they place undue emphasis on the documents where terms co-occur; the other is that tf -idf based on one single term may lead to synonymy and polysemy, due to the semantic meaning of one term in different documents can be various.
To solve these problems, we propose the tpf -idf scheme as an improvement of tf -idf , defined as follows: Definition 1. tpf -idf , short for term pair occurrence frequency -inverse document frequency, reflects the importance of a term pair to a document in a corpus. tpf counts the number of times a term pair occurs in a document. The tpf -idf scheme is formatted as:
where (t i , t j ) stands for a term pair, and d is a single document in a document collection D.
The term pair occurrence frequency matrix M tpf is represented as:
which represents the occurrence frequency of every term pair in the document set. K is the total number of terms in the document collection.
By using tpf -idf scheme, terms appear as pairs, the meaning of a single term is more semantically complete compared with tf -idf . It is used to depict the real explicit relatedness of term pairs by adapting statistical distance measures for a solid statistical significance.
as the probability of the term pair (t k , t i ) in document set D, tpf idf (t k ,ti) is tpf -idf of the term pair (t k , t i ).
Then the probabilities over all term pairs given t i are defined as:
Furthermore, we adapt relation strength similarity [35] to estimate the intra-term couplings of term pairs. The relation strength similarity defines how close two adjacent vertexes are. It supports various similarity and distance measures, their conversions are used to determine the relative closeness of term pairs that being considered.
Definition 2. Given a document set D, a term pair (t i , t j ) in D, the intra-term pair couplings (IaR) of (t i , t j ) is represented on a relation strength function (RS) as follows:
where cosine similarity is introduced to quantify the similarity between P Ia (t i ) and P Ia (t j ) which are the probabilities over all term pairs given t i and t j respectively.
The value of IaR(t i , t j ) falls into [0, 1], IaR(t i , t j ) = 1 when t i = t j . This measure is symmetric, generally IaR(t i , t j ) = IaR(t j , t i ). A larger value indicates more similar distributions of t i and t j , it leads to a stronger explicit intra-couplings. The procedure of computing semantic intracouplings of term pair (t i , t j ) is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Semantic Intra-term Couplings
Input:
Compute P Ia (t j |t i ) (Equation (2));
Compute IaR(t i , t j ) (Equation (4)); 10 end Semantic intra-term coupling captures the explicit relatedness of term pairs by considering their occurrence frequency patterns and probability distributions across the document set; especially it considers the relatedness of terms that appear individually in different documents. However, this method still lacks of the exploration of underlying relatedness of term pairs, which results in incomplete semantic couplings.
The implicit coupling of term pairs is addressed in the following subsection by taking the similarity of their interactions with other term pairs into account.
B. Semantic Inter-couplings between Term Pairs
Assume that a document set may be drawn as a graph with nodes and edges to reflect the terms and their relatedness separately, the intra-term coupling introduced above only captures the explicit relatedness of two adjacent nodes in the graph, but fails to consider the relatedness of term pairs in a global view, for the reason that the intra-term coupling fails to capture the semantic relatedness of term pairs by taking the interactions of other terms in the document set into consideration. In this section, we propose an approach to capture this kind of implicit relatedness based on the graph theory. Figure 2 , the term pair frequency graph G tpf is an ordered pair,
comprising a set T of terms as vertexes, T = {t k |k ∈ [1, K]}; together with a set E tpf as edges to reflect the tpf of every term pair, which are 2-element subsets of T . G tpf is not a complete graph, some term pairs are unconnected by an edge, for example, t i and t j in Figure 2 , meaning that t i and t j do not co-occur in the same document, i.e. tpf (t i , t j ) = 0.
To avoid ambiguity, this type of graph may be described precisely as undirected and simple.
2) Intra-coupling Graph: Based on the intra-couplings of all term pairs across document collection, an undirected and simple graph is constructed to represent terms and their intracouplings, formalized as:
where the term set T stands for vertexes, the edge set E IaR stands for edges to draw lines between every two vertexes. An edge is related with two vertexes, and the intra-coupling is represented as an unordered pair of the vertexes with respect to the particular edge.
G IaR is a complete graph of G tpf , every two vertexes are related, which means the intra-coupling captures the explicit relatedness of all term pairs, including the two terms from different documents. However, to reflect the semantic relatedness of term pairs completely, G IaR fails to provide a reasonable way to consider the influence of all other term pairs. This triggers the question of how to draw a special "line" to connect them, namely to capture the implicit relatedness of them, which will be addressed in following sections.
3) Inter-coupling Graph: Firstly, for a term pair in G tpf , no matter it is connected or not, intuitively, it can be related through other terms, as in the first part of Figure 2 , there exist paths starting at t i and ending at t j , t i → t l → t j for instance. Therefore, to capture the inter-couplings between term pairs across a document set (we call inter-term pair coupling, interterm coupling, or simply inter-couplings), no matter how the two terms appear separately in different documents or they co-occur in some documents, their interactions with other terms play a major role. In other words, we discover routes containing other terms to connect every term pair in G tpf . The definition of path is given as: Definition 3. A path is a subgraph of G tpf , containing a finite sequence of edges which connect a sequence of vertexes,
where t i is the initial vertex and t j is the terminal vertex, t ln stands for the terms between them on P ath(t i , t j ), n is the number of these terms. θ is a user-defined threshold to limit the number of t ln , i.e., the length of a path. As shown in the third part of Figure 2 , the bold lines are the paths connecting term pair (t i , t j ).
The definition of path has three critical assumptions:
• The paths of a term pair at least go through one another term, edges that connect term pairs directly are not defined as paths;
• The longer the path is, the weaker the coupling is, only the paths with their length falling into [2, θ + 1] are chosen;
• The path here defined is simple, meaning that no vertexes (and thus no edges) are visited repeatedly.
We further define these vertexes between two terms on one path as: Definition 4. All n vertexes between t i and t j on P ath(t i , t j ) construct a link term set T link , formalized as:
where T P contains all vertexes on P ath(t i , t j ). To be simple, link terms are the total terms on a path except the first and last vertexes. So for all term pairs in G tpf , their semantic inter-term couplings can be captured by considering the relatedness of every term pair on all possible paths. Furthermore, as we discussed above, it is understandable that every term pair is inter-related since there always exists at least one path from one term to the other through link terms. The inter-coupling graph G IeR based on G tpf is represented as:
where E IeR stands for the inter-coupling of every two terms, which is calculated by the relatedness of all term pairs on all possible paths between them on G tpf . The detailed algorithm of inter-coupling is concluded in the following section.
4) Semantic Inter-couplings between Term Pairs:
Similarly, to calculate the inter-couplings of term pairs, we need to concern the relation strength of every term pair on all possible paths. tpf -idf scheme is further improved as tpf -ipf to represent the impact of a term pair to paths, which is defined as:
Definition 5. tpf -ipf , short for term pair occurrence frequency -inverse path frequency, reflects the importance of a term pair to all possible paths between paired terms. For a term pair, ipf is computed by path frequency pf , which counts the number of paths in which the term pair occurs. The tpf -ipf scheme is formatted as:
where m is the total number of P ath(t i , t j ).
According to the tpf -ipf scheme, the weight of a random term pair
where tpf ipf (t k ,ti) is the tpf -ipf of the term pair (t k , t i ),
Secondly, for term pairs in G tpf , no matter whether they are connected or not, there are various paths going through link terms to connect them. For ∀t k , t i ∈ T, t ln ∈ T link (k, i, l n ∈ [1, K], k = i = l n ), the weight of one path through t l1 , · · · , t ln between term pair (t k , t i ) in G tpf is:
In this way, on all possible paths from t i to t k , those edges passed more frequently, the value of tpf -ipf is larger, and it has more weight. In addition, a longer path goes through more edges, the value of product is smaller, and the weight of a long path is lighter.
Thirdly, for m possible paths from t i to t k , we acquire the weight of m paths between term pair (t k , t i ) in G tpf as:
We normalize it as the weight of a term pair on all possible paths divided by the weight of all term pairs on all possible paths in graph, it is the probability of a term pair (t k , t i ) on all m paths:
Then, the probability distribution of t i , consisted of the probabilities over all term pairs on m possible paths for given t i , is formalized as:
Finally, the inter-coupling IeR(t i , t j ) of a term pair (t i , t j ) in D is represented as the relation strength of two possibility distributions to measure the similarity between them, Definition 6. Given a document set D, the inter-term couplings (IeR) between a term pair (t i , t j ) in D is represented in terms of relation strength considering all possible paths P ath(t i , t j ) with n link terms, n ∈ [1, θ].:
where IeR n (t i , t j ) is the nth order inter-coupling which stands for the relation strength of (t i , t j ) with n link terms.
IeR(t i , t j ) is the integration of n order inter-coupling of (t i , t j ),
The value of IeR(t i , t j ) is bounded to [0, 1], the larger the value is, the more similar distributions t i and t j have, the closer the terms are inter-related.
Algorithm 2 calculates the semantic inter-term couplings IeR(t i , t j ) of term pairs (t i , t j ), which considers both directly and indirectly linked terms.
Algorithm 2: Semantic Inter-term Couplings
Input: Document-Term matrix D, User-defined threshold θ Output:
Search all possible paths P ath(t i , t j ) with n link terms, n ∈ [1, θ]; Compute P Ie (t j |t i ) (Equation (11) Compute P Ie (t i ) (Equation (12)); 8 end 9 for term pair (t i , t j ) (t i = t j ) do 10 Compute IeR(t i , t j ) (Equation (14)); 11 end Accordingly, the semantic coupling is further enriched by exploring the semantic inter-term couplings, due to that it is not based on terms themselves, but on interactions with all other terms in a document set.
C. Semantic Couplings of Term Pairs
The semantic intra-term coupling captures the explicit relatedness of term pairs based on the occurrence frequency pattern of every term pair across corpus, the semantic interterm coupling further explores the implicit relatedness by considering the occurrence frequency patterns of all linked term pairs on all possible paths. Further, they are integrated as a Semantic Coupling Similarity (SCS) , to capture the semantic relatedness of term pairs completely and comprehensively.
Definition 7. Given a document set D, the Semantic Coupling Similarity (SCS) of a term pair (t i , t j ) in D is:
where IaR(t i , t j ) and IeR(t i , t j ) represents the intra-and inter-coupling of (t i , t j ), respectively. α ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter to control the weight of intra-and inter-coupling, here we take the simplest way, i.e. linear combination to show the performance.
The value of SCS(t i , t j ) is bounded in (0, 1], it equals to 1 when t i = t j . The higher the value is, the stronger semantic coupling exists, the closer they are semantic-related, the more similar the terms are. Five important properties are further identified from the calculation procedure and served as a foundation of our SCS approach.
Property 1: Identity Property
The semantic coupling similarity of a term pair reaches the highest value 1 when the terms have the identical meaning, which means the distance between them is zero.
Property 2: Symmetrical Property
On the undirected graphs G IaR , G IeR and G SCS , there is only one type of relation for term pairs on each graph, then the order is disregarded, so that the semantic couplings for term pairs are symmetrical.
Property 3: Positive Property
The value of SCS(t i , t j ) is always non-negative and larger than 0, ranged in (0, 1].
Property 4: Minimal Distance Property
An early edge-based model of semantic relatedness assumes that the semantic distance is based on the number of edges between terms [17] , in other words, a shorter distance controls a higher similarity. Our approach also follows the Shortest Path Length assumption, for term pair (t i , t j ) (t i = t j ) on G IaR and G SCS , the minimal distance equals to 1, while on G IeR , it equals to 2.
Property 5: A Path's Finite Length Property
As we identify the SCS as a path length-relative measure, more closely connected term pairs are more semantically related. Consequently, we set a user-determined threshold to limit the maximum length of path to improve computational efficiency.
With the combination of intra-and inter-term couplings, both explicit and implicit couplings of term pairs are discovered. This remarkably captures the semantic richness of documents. Specifically, the main contributions of our proposed SCS measure are summarized as follows:
• The intra-term coupling is calculated from relation strength of probability distributions of terms, it especially fixes the lack of relatedness of term pairs that cross different documents; the inter-term coupling is introduced to capture the implicit couplings of term pairs, which takes the full advantage of the interactions with other terms in a document set.
• Our inter-term coupling method is based on weighted paths with limited length. On one hand, it distinguishes strong link terms from weak link terms, the strong link terms which are visited frequently on all possible paths occupy higher weights; on the other hand, it emphasizes that less link terms build the closer relatedness, only strong link terms are reserved so that the efficiency of calculation is improved.
• SCS is helpful for managing the synonymy and polysemy for two reasons: (1) intra-and inter-term couplings are based on term pair occurrence frequency patterns across corpus (tpf -idf ) and all possible paths (tpf -ipf ) respectively, accordingly the term-pair occurrence frequency patterns appear across a document set or all possible paths instead of each single term, the semantic meaning for every term pair is richer than individual terms; (2) coupling similarity is built on RS between term distributions. For terms that are semantically similar, their distributions are similar, the value calculated via RS is large; for terms that are subject to synonymy and/or polysemy, the probability values of specific term pairs could be close, but the probability distributions over all term pairs in document collection or all possible paths are quite different. Consequently, RS is surely weaker than real similar term pairs.
In summary, SCS measure represents documents based on the comprehensive couplings of term pairs. In contrast to previous work, SCS can deal with unstructured data and terms coupled in terms of various reasons, addressing natural language ambiguity problems.
IV. COUPLED DOCUMENT ANALYSIS
With SCS, M tpf is further transferred into a K × K semantic coupling similarity matrix M SCS , whose elements reflect the couplings of each term pair. It is used for document analysis.
Firstly, each document is defined as the mapping:
where P (t k , d) is the probability of term t k in document d.
Secondly, documents are further represented in coupled semantic space considering SCS,
Then the document similarity Sim(d i , d j ) is the product in this new vector space.
Thus, the new document representation φ(d) is computed efficiently directly from the original data using Equation (18) , documents are represented in a new coupled semantic feature space based on the term occurrence frequency pattern and comprehensive term pair semantic couplings. φ(d) can be widely applied to document clustering, classification and information retrieval, etc. Here we illustrate the application of φ(d) into hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC), to generate a SCS-based HAC (CHAC), catering for both average and complete term linkages, which measure the cosine similarity between two clusters based on the average and minimum of their document similarities, respectively.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
In this section, SCS is incorporated into HAC as CHAC with both average and complete linkages, and compared with similar and typical document representations. 5-fold crossvalidation is employed to present parameter tuning and automatically estimate the optimal value of parameter α in Equation (15) on various data sets.
A. Experimental Settings
Three most popular text data sets are chosen in our experiments: Reuters-21578 1 , TDT2 1 and WebKB 2 . Detailed information of data sets are summarized in Table II . n, m and k are the number of documents, terms and class, respectively. m doc is the average number of terms per document, nc is the average number of documents per class.
Four generally accepted evaluation metrics of clustering: Purity, Rand Index (RI), F 1 measure and Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) are adopted to evaluate the performance of CHAC with baseline approaches. Higher values indicate better clustering solutions.
CHAC is compared with BOW, LSA [13] , LDA [12] , HDP [36] and CRM [4] . We first use various models to represent document or calculate the document similarity, then apply 1 http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/TextData.html 2 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/theo-20/www/data/ HAC to either the document representation or the similarity matrix. The MATLAB function linkage is used.
The 5-fold cross validation is employed in our experiments, and each fold composes of 80% of data for training and 20% for testing.
B. Experimental Results
Here we compare the performance of CHAC for one link term with baselines on three data sets.
As we mentioned in Equation (15), α is used as a parameter to control the weight of inter-term couplings in SCS. In experiments, it is set from 0 to 1 at an increment of 0.05, where its value associated with the best result in each data set is chosen, for average-link CHAC, D1: α = 0.25, D2: α = 0.35, D3: α = 0.50; for complete-link CHAC, D1: α = 0.45, D2: α = 0.25, D3: α = 0.40. The analysis of parameter tuning and automatically estimation of the optimal value of α will be discussed in the next section.
The technical performance for different document representation models on testing data is evaluated and concluded in Table I . Specifically, for each model, each cell illustrates the practical clustering results considering various evaluation metrics. For each evaluation metric, a larger value indicates a more accurate and reliable model. Obviously, CHAC on both average and complete linkages achieves significant improvement and outperforms all models by considering the given clustering evaluation criteria on various data sets.
The reason lies in that SCS offers a deeper way to capture the semantic relations of term pairs. Unlike BOW, LSA, LDA and HDP methods which overlook the internal interactions between terms, SCS accomplishes a comprehensive consideration of not only the intra (explicit) -term couplings which are captured via term co-occurrence frequency patterns, but also the effect of inter (implicit) -term couplings to represent the indirect contact between terms. SCS also addresses the term ambiguity problems in CRM. Specifically, for a single document, the semantic relation between terms is more fully represented to capture richer semantic contents in a document, so as to achieve better clustering results. As the parameter α controls the effect of intra-and interterm couplings, it is essential to optimize α to achieve the best possible performance. By exploiting 5-fold cross-validation, the value of α is automatically estimated. The RI scores calculated from each fold are averaged to reflect the performance of clustering on testing sets.
The growth trends of RI scores on each value of α ranged from 0 to 1 with the increment of 0.05 on different data sets are represented in Figure 3 . In particular, it keeps growing from the beginning, then starts to descend after it reaches the peak, it shows that the RI results achieve the best performance at a peak point with respect to a certain value of α. This proves that the combination of intra-and inter-coupling achieves better performance than using intra-coupling only (when α = 0) or inter-coupling only (when α = 1). For each data set, the automatic selection of α equals to 0. 25 The inter-term coupling algorithm strongly relies on the interactions between link terms. To test the contribution of using link terms and deeply analyze the impact of intercoupling ordering, we present the comparison of clustering performance by considering 0 (intra-coupling only) order, 1st order and the integration of 1st and 2nd order inter-couplings on three data sets. Similarly, for the experiments of CHAC based on the integration of 1st and 2nd order inter-coupling, we retain the best clustering performance where α follows a specific value. For average-link CHAC, D1: α = 0.30, D2: α = 0.15, D3: α = 0.60, for complete-link CHAC, D1: α = 0.30, D2: α = 0.25, D3: α = 0.10.
In Figure 4 , the bar charts compare the impact of intercoupling ordering in terms of clustering evaluation metrics on the selected data sets. Overall, for every evaluation metric, all three data sets are sensitive to the number of link terms. The performance of CHAC on 1st order inter-coupling has been greatly improved compared to the 0 order inter-coupling; while the trends on the integration of 1st and 2nd order inter-coupling are not so remarkable. The reason is, when no link term exists, relatedness between terms only reflect the explicit relations. After introducing inter-couplings, richer interactions between terms are disclosed, which are abundant or diversified, leading to improved performance. In contrast, more link terms and longer path reflect weaker indirect influence of term couplings.
Based on the significant progress achieved by CHAC on one link term and time complexity, we recommend that CHAC on 1st order inter-term coupling is likely acceptable to our need.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a novel semantic coupling similarity measure SCS to completely and comprehensively capture the semantic relatedness of term pairs. SCS achieves this in terms of a four-step procedure: (1) Capturing the semantic intra-term couplings of term pairs based on its occurrence frequency information across a document set; (2) Capturing the semantic inter-term couplings of term pairs based on the interactions with link terms on all possible paths after term connections are plotted to a graph structure; (3) Via an optimal combination, a fully semantic coupling of term pairs is achieved; and (4) The original document set can then be represented by a semantic coupling similarity matrix to measure the document similarity.
Experiments on real data sets have shown that SCS-based hierarchical agglomerative document clustering achieves impressive improvement over typical document clustering methods. More specifically, although a path showing term linkage could be quite long, our comprehensive test shows that we may only need one step of term linkage for most of cases for an acceptable level of running time. We are working on theoretical analysis of the effect of the number of link terms, and comparing SCS with the most recent machine learning methods for latent semantic analysis and document classification.
